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Abstract—With continued scaling, the transistor aging induced
by hot carrier injection (HCI) and bias temperature instability
(BTI) causes an increasing failure of nanometer-scale integrated
circuits (ICs). Compared to digital ICs, analog ICs are more
susceptible to aging effects. The industrial large-scale analog ICs
bring grand challenges in the efficiency of aging verification.
In this article, we propose a heterogeneous graph convolu-
tional network (H-GCN) to fast estimate aging-induced transistor
degradation in analog ICs. To characterize the multityped devices
and connection pins, a heterogeneous directed multigraph is
adopted to efficiently represent the topology of analog ICs. A
latent space mapping method is used to transform the feature
vector of all typed devices into a unified latent space. We fur-
ther extend the proposed H-GCN to be a deep version via initial
residual connections and identity mappings. The extended deep
H-GCN can extract information from multihop devices with-
out an oversmoothing issue. A probability-based neighborhood
sampling method on the bipartite graph is adopted to ease the
model training on large-scale graphs and achieve good scalabil-
ity. Experiments on very advanced 5-nm industrial benchmarks
show that, compared to traditional graph learning methods and
static aging reliability simulations by an industrial design-for-
reliability (DFR) tool, the proposed deep H-GCN can achieve
more accurate estimations of aging-induced transistor degra-
dation. Compared to the dynamic and static aging reliability
simulations, our extended deep H-GCN, on average, can achieve
241× and 39× speedup, respectively.

Index Terms—Aging, analog integrated circuits, bias tempera-
ture instability (BTI), degradation, graph convolutional networks,
hot carrier injection (HCI).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH continued scaling, the susceptibility of nanometer-
scale transistors to aging-related wear-out phenomena

has increased significantly in integrated circuits (ICs) [1]. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, two primary aging-related wear-out mech-
anisms of semiconductor-based micro-electronic devices are:
1) bias temperature instability (BTI) and 2) hot carrier injec-
tion (HCI) [2]. BTI mechanism is that accumulated holes
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. BTI and HCI mechanisms. (a) BTI: Accumulated holes in sili-
con/oxide interface result in breaking of Si-H bonds. (b) HCI: Due to high
electric field in drain side, hot carriers cause breaking of Si-H bond and traps
oxide bulk.

in silicon/oxide interface result in breaking of Si-H bonds
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The HCI mechanism is that due to
high electric field in the drain side, hot carriers cause break-
ing of the Si-H bond and traps the oxide bulk as shown in
Fig. 1(b) [3]. These aging effects cause transistor parameters,
e.g., threshold voltage, to shift from their nominal values over
time, resulting in a gradual circuit failure. Although there are
some advanced systematic calibrations, it is hard to achieve
perfect reconstruction [4], [5]. Compared to digital ICs, analog
ICs are more susceptible to these transistor parameters.

In order to save development costs and provide the oppor-
tunity for interactive feedback during the design process,
estimating aging-induced transistor degradation before com-
mitting the design to silicon is a key step. In the industry,
according to the estimated aging-induced transistor degrada-
tion, the aging violations can be judged. If there are one or
more aging violations in the aging verification, as a typi-
cal verification-then-fix approach, design-for-reliability (DFR)
designers will go back to the design stages to fix them.
Besides, compared to prelayout netlists, post-layout netlists
contain parasitic capacitances and resistances. Thus, the aging
reliability simulation on post-layout netlists has more accurate
judgment. However, post-layout netlists have a larger scale size
than prelayout netlists so that they bring grand challenges in
the efficiency of aging verification.

In the industry, as shown in Fig. 2, a traditional aging relia-
bility simulator is adopted to verify the circuit reliability. The
typical aging reliability simulation is classified into static sim-
ulation and dynamic simulation [6]. They both take a circuit
netlist and its stress conditions (stimuli) as inputs. A fresh
simulation is performed to obtain the fresh transistor param-
eters. According to the fresh transistor parameters, the stress
simulation is performed to get device degradations. By using
the device degradations, the aging simulation is adopted to
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Fig. 2. Traditional aging reliability simulation.

obtain the aging transistor parameters. Finally, the shift values
from fresh transistor parameters to the aging transistor param-
eters are output to judge the circuit reliability. Compared to
the static simulation, the traditional dynamic simulation con-
siders dynamic stress conditions, such as clock speeds in the
fresh simulation and the aging simulation stages so that it
needs a large number of accepted transient steps. Thus, the
dynamic aging reliability simulation can obtain a more accu-
rate aging-induced transistor degradation while takes more
time. Nevertheless, the accuracy of traditional dynamic aging
reliability simulation heavily relies on the given dynamic stress
conditions.

Modeling aging-induced transistor degradation has been
widely studied in the literature. Tu et al. [7] adopted a voltage-
controlled current source model to predict HCI issues in the
design stage. A transistor drain-current surrogate model was
developed to explore the effects of degradation on analog
circuits [8]. Other analytical models were also surveyed and
concluded in [3]. However, there are several limitations and
drawbacks to these analytical models. First, a correct judgment
on the reliability of the circuits heavily relies on the appropri-
ate stress conditions [9]. The static aging reliability simulation
causes inaccurate judgment on the aging-prone transistors since
the dynamic stress conditions are completely ignored. Second,
it is time consuming to achieve accurate detections since the
dynamic aging simulation needs a large number of accepted
transient steps. It is usually difficult to find a compromise
between computational complexity and model accuracy.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), as a data-driven
approach, have achieved great successes in computer ver-
sion [10], [11] and circuit design [12]–[14]. Typically, the
aging reliability simulations are performed on circuit netlists.
Intuitively, an analog IC netlist can be naturally represented as
a graph. However, the graph is irregular grid-based data, which
is not as straightforward as the convolution and pooling in tra-
ditional CNNs. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) were
proposed to perform machine learning tasks on these irregu-
lar grid-based data [15]–[17]. Recently, GCNs were adopted
to predict observation point candidates on the design-for-
testability [18], select timing models [17], estimate layout par-
asitics [19], annotate netlists [20], [21], guide placement [22],
and tune transistor sizing [23]. However, the analog IC netlists
have heterogeneity since typical analog ICs contain multityped
basic devices (e.g., transistor and resistor) and multityped

connection pins (e.g., drain and gate). Typically, the existing
GCNs adopt one-hot encoding to distinguish among multi-
typed basic devices and connection pins. However, it will miss
some structural information among multityped nodes as well
as unstructured content associated with each node [24].

In our previous work [25], considering that the multityped
devices and connection pins in analog ICs, we propose a het-
erogeneous GCN (H-GCN) to fast and accurately estimate
aging-induced transistor degradation. Besides, a probability-
based neighborhood sampling algorithm on the heterogeneous
graph is proposed to facilitate GPU training. Despite H-GCN
can achieve enormous successes in the estimation of aging-
induced transistor degradation, it is very shallow [25]. Such a
shallow model limits its ability to extract information from
multihop devices. Simply stacking more layers and adding
nonlinearity may cause performance degradation, due to the
oversmoothing phenomenon [26]. Besides, the proposed sam-
pling algorithm on the heterogeneous graph in [25] has high
computational complexity for the large-scale analog IC netlist
since the runtime is dominated by graph transformation.

Very recently, several arts try to tackle the over-smoothing
issue. Jumping knowledge networks (JKNets) combine the
output of each layer to the last layer to keep the local properties
of the node representations [27]. A few edges are randomly
removed from the input graph in DropEdge to alleviate the
oversmoothing issue [28]. Simplifying GCNs captures higher-
order features in the graph by using the kth power of the graph
convolution in each neural network layer [29]. Personalized
PageRank is generalized to an arbitrary graph diffusion process
in graph diffusion convolution [30], [31]. GCNs with initial
residual connections and identity mappings (GCNII) ensure
that the final representation of each node retains at least a frac-
tion from the input layer, even if many layers are stacked [32].
Nevertheless, these models do not consider the heterogeneity
of the graph.

In this article, we make the following contributions.
1) Considering multityped connection pins and devices

with different design parameters, we adopt a hetero-
geneous directed multigraph to represent a post-layout
netlist efficiently.

2) We propose an H-GCN to fast estimate the aging-
induced transistor degradation. In our proposed H-GCN,
an embedding generation algorithm with a latent space
mapping method is developed to aggregate information
from the node itself and its multityped neighboring
nodes through multityped edges.

3) We further extend the proposed H-GCN to be a
deep version via initial residual connections and iden-
tity mappings. The extended deep H-GCN can extract
information from multihop devices without an over-
smoothing issue.

4) A neighborhood sampling method is used to ease large-
scale graph training and reduce GPU memory overhead.
The neighborhood sampling method is performed on the
bipartite graph, which is constructed by directly parsing
and flattening the circuit netlist. Therefore, our proposed
method has enough scalability to handle the large-scale
analog ICs.
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5) We conduct experiments on advanced 5-nm industrial
designs to show that the proposed deep H-GCN can
achieve faster and more accurate estimations of aging-
induced transistor degradation, compared with the tradi-
tional graph learning methods and static aging reliability
simulations by an industrial DFR tool.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we give our problem formulation and preliminaries
about the graph representation of analog ICs, and GCNs. In
Section III, we present a heterogeneous directed multigraph
to represent the analog IC topology. In Section IV, we pro-
pose an H-GCN model, where a novel latent space mapping
method is described in detail. In Section V, we further extend
the proposed H-GCN to be a deep version via initial resid-
ual connections and identity mappings. In Section VI, we
propose a neighborhood sampling on the bipartite graph to
achieve good scalability. In Section VII, we broadly introduce
our proposed whole flow. Section VIII presents experimental
results, followed by the conclusion in Section IX.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem Formulation

Before committing the design to silicon, the aging-induced
transistor degradation needs to be accurately estimated in the
post-layout simulation to judge circuit reliability. However,
the actual degree of the aging-induced transistor degradation
is hard to estimate. On the one hand, the traditional static
aging reliability simulation causes inaccurate judgment on the
aging-prone transistors since the dynamic stress conditions are
completely ignored. On the other hand, the traditional dynamic
simulation is time consuming since it needs a large number of
accepted transient steps. Besides, the accuracy of traditional
dynamic aging reliability simulation heavily relies on dynamic
stress conditions, such as clock speeds and waveform swings.
Thus, the traditional aging reliability simulation is hard to
make a better tradeoff between accuracy and runtime.

In this work, we adopt a data-driven approach in a
supervised-learning manner to fast estimate aging-induced
degradation. As mentioned above, the accuracy of traditional
dynamic aging reliability simulation heavily relies on dynamic
stress conditions. Thus, our data-driven approach decouples
dynamic stress conditions. In the training set, in order to
achieve accurate estimations, the golden-truth aging-induced
degradations are obtained by an industrial aging DFR tool
with the static and dynamic stress conditions given by very
sophisticated designers. Compared to static stress conditions,
it is hard to determine dynamic stress conditions in prac-
tice; thus, in the inference stage, dynamic stress conditions
are not considered in our data-driven approach. This strat-
egy can achieve a better compromise between computational
complexity and model accuracy for the model implementation.
In the industry, dvtlin (HCI+BTI,10) is used to assess
the degree of aging-induced transistor degradation [33], [34].
dvtlin(HCI+BTI,10) is defined as follows.

Definition 1 [dvtlin(HCI+BTI,10)]: The shifting
value of threshold voltage of the transistor from fresh to ten
years due to HCI and BTI.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Analog circuit is represented as a bipartite graph. (a) Analog circuit.
(b) Corresponding bipartite representation.

The larger dvtlin (HCI+BTI,10) is, the worse aging-
induced transistor degradation is, vice versa. For conve-
nience, in this article, we shorten dvtlin(HCI+BTI,10)
as dvtlin.

Based on the above description, we define our problem
formulation as follows.

Problem 1 (Estimating dvtlin in Analog ICs): Given
some analog IC post-layout netlists, their stress conditions and
a list containing all transistors with dvtlin obtained by an
industrial DFR tool as the training set, our task is training
a model on the training set to fast and accurately estimate
dvtlin of each transistor on the testing set while minimizing
the estimation error.

B. Analog ICs Topology

When analog IC netlist files are parsed and flattened, analog
ICs are naturally represented as bipartite graphs [35]. There are
two disjoint sets in the bipartite graph. One set contains all nets
and the other one contains all devices. Each undirected edge
connects one net and one device. Fig. 3 demonstrates an analog
circuit and the corresponding bipartite graph representation.

C. Graph Convolutional Networks

Since the graph can reveal structural information, graph
learning provides a powerful data-driven approach for
modeling irregular grid-based data in machine learning
tasks [15], [16]. Node embedding generation is one of the
most critical technologies in graph learning [36]. The repre-
sentation of each node is obtained by embedding and then
fed into the traditional machine learning models for estima-
tion and prediction. Recently, some data-driven methods were
proposed to learn node embeddings automatically [15], [16].

One of the data-driven embedding methods is GCN,
whose main idea is to automatically learn how to aggregate
information iteratively from neighborhoods on graphs using
neural networks. The embedding generation is equivalent to
using a filter on each node, whose accessible domain contains
the node itself and its neighboring nodes. The neighboring
nodes are a set of all nodes that are adjacent to the node
itself. Compared to traditional CNNs, the graph topology is
also treated as a feature to perform machine learning tasks
so that GCNs can achieve higher accuracy on graph-based
datasets and applications.
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III. HETEROGENEOUS GRAPH REPRESENTATION

To adopt a GCN-based framework, it is fundamental to per-
form an embedding generation algorithm on graphs to encode
the nodes and edges as feature vectors. Although the graph
representations of analog ICs have been studied in many
works [35], [37], [38], the embedding generation algorithm
cannot be directly performed on the graph representations of
analog ICs since not all nodes have design parameters as fea-
tures. Next, we will propose a directed heterogeneous graph
representation method to guarantee that each node has features.

To perform an embedding generation algorithm, we treat
each device, direct current (dc) voltage source or ground as a
node. An analog IC post-layout netlist can be flattened as a
bipartite graph as illustrated in Fig. 3. To guarantee that each
node has features, a naïve method is constructing a homo-
geneous multigraph to represent the topology of analog IC
netlist [22]. In this homogeneous multigraph, each edge repre-
sents one path from one device to another. It allows multiple
edges between any two nodes since there may be multiple
paths from one device to the other one. Note that dynamic
stress conditions are not to be considered in this graph rep-
resentation so that the GCN-based framework is independent
of them and can replace the traditional static aging reliability
simulation.

The typical analog IC netlists have heterogeneity since they
contain multityped basic devices and multityped connection
pins [39]. An inevitable problem of the homogeneous repre-
sentation method is that it fails to characterize the diversities
among pins, devices, connections, and relative sequential rela-
tionships. In order to express these diversities, we propose a
heterogeneous directed multigraph representation, where the
type of the edges is treated as the type of the pins to which
it connects. The heterogeneous directed multigraph is defined
as follows.

Definition 2 (Heterogeneous Directed Multigraph): A het-
erogeneous directed multigraph is defined as a graph
HMGd(Vhmg,Ehmg, OVhmg ,REhmg , ϕhmg), where Vhmg is the
set of nodes and Ehmg is the multiset of edges. OVhmg and
REhmg represent the sets of node types and edge types, respec-
tively. ϕhmg is adopted to assign each node in Vhmg to a node
type, i.e., ϕhmg(υi) ∈ OVhmg for ∀υi ∈ Vhmg. r indicates the
edge type, such that r ∈ REhmg . Each instance in Ehmg is
((υi, υj), r) and the ordered pair (υi, υj) satisfies υi, υj ∈ Vhmg.

We use an example to show this heterogeneous directed
multigraph representation. As shown in Fig. 4(a), if we stand
at the gate of the transistor M3 and look out, we will see tran-
sistors M1, M3, and M4. Thus, there are three directed edges
(denoted by dark green) with gate connections from M1, M3,
and M4 to the transistor M3 as shown in Fig. 4(b). This method
is inspired by circuit analysis, where the input impedance is
obtained in the same fashion [39]. In the same manner, we can
obtain the directed multigraph corresponding to the gate con-
nections as shown in Fig. 4(b), where all green edges denote
the gate connection. The circuit netlist in Fig. 4(a) is finally
transformed into the multigraph in Fig. 5. In particular, con-
sidering that the electrical characteristics of dc voltage sources
and grounds are not influenced by other devices, we set them
to be predecessors.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Heterogeneous directed multigraph representation. (a) Differential
amplifier. (b) Gate connection.

Fig. 5. Heterogeneous directed multigraph with multityped edges. From left
to right: drain, gate, source and other connections.

After the topology of different connections is obtained, we
use one adjacency matrix to encode the topology of each con-
nection in the heterogeneous multigraph. The adjacency matrix
of the type-r connection is defined as Ar, where each element
Ar(i, j) is the number of the instance ((υi, υj), r) in the multi-
set Edmg and r ∈ REhmg . As an example, the adjacency matrix
Ag corresponding to the gate connection in Fig. 4(b) is shown
in Matrix (1) as follows:

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

M1 M2 M3 M4 R Vdd GND

M1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

M2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

M3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

M4 1 0 2 0 0 0 0

R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vdd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (1)

In summary, an analog IC netlist can be represented as
a heterogeneous directed multigraph. The topology of the
heterogeneous directed multigraph is encoded as multiple adja-
cency matrices, where each nonzero value encodes one type of
connection. In the next section, we will propose an H-GCN
model on the heterogeneous directed multigraph to estimate
dvtlin by taking multiple adjacency matrices and the design
parameters of all typed devices as inputs.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS GCN

In this section, a H-GCN model on the heterogeneous
directed multigraph is developed to estimate dvtlin. The
features of all types of devices are first mapped into a unified
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latent space and then our proposed H-GCN model sequentially
conducts multiple embedding generations on these features.

A. Notations

Given an analog IC netlist, we parse and flatten it to
be a bipartite graph as shown in Fig. 3. Then, we trans-
form to be a heterogeneous directed multigraph HMGd(Vhmg,

Ehmg,OVhmg ,REhmg , ϕhmg) as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Then,
according to the heterogeneous directed multigraph, we can
obtain |REhmg | adjacency matrices, i.e., Ar for ∀r ∈ REhmg ,
where |·| is the cardinality of set. Besides, the device υi ∈ Vhmg
has hϕhmg(υi) design parameters for ϕhmg(υi) ∈ OVhmg . We
use these design parameters as the features of each node, i.e.,
xυi ∈ R

1×hϕhmg(υi) . Note that the number of design parameters
relies on the type of device. Next, we will propose a uni-
fied latent space mapping method to map the features of each
node into a unified latent space so that the embedding genera-
tion can be performed; meanwhile, the features of multityped
devices can be well effectively exploited and encoded.

B. Unified Latent Space Mapping

A typical analog IC netlist contains multityped devices,
which have different design parameters. We regard each device
as a node and use its design parameters as the node feature
vector. To perform an embedding generation algorithm and
aggregate information from the node itself and its multityped
neighboring nodes, a straightforward method is concatenating
all of these design parameters as a long feature vector with
one-hot encoding [22]. However, it will miss some structural
information among multityped nodes as well as unstructured
content associated with each node [24]. In this article, a latent
space mapping method is used to transform the feature vectors
of all types of nodes into a unified latent space.

We propose to use |OVhmg | node-type-related matrices to
map the original feature vectors. For a node υi ∈ Vhmg whose
node type is t = ϕhmg(υi) ∈ OVhmg and feature vector is
xυi ∈ R

1×ht , we define a node-typed-related matrix Ut ∈ R
ht×τ

to map the feature vector with length ht into a unified τ -
dimension latent space, i.e., f (0)

υi
= xυi · Ut ∈ R

1×τ . In order
to ease the model training on GPUs, we extend it to be a
matrix–matrix multiplication as follows:

F(0) =
∑

t∈OVhmg

xt · Ut ∈ R
|Vhmg|×τ (2)

where xt ∈ R
|Vhmg|×ht is a feature matrix stacking the fea-

ture vectors of all type-t nodes. In particular, a node feature
vector is 0 ∈ R

1×ht if the type of the node is not t. F(0)

is the feature matrix, where the feature vectors of all nodes
are in a unified latent space. We take the circuit in Fig. 4(a)
as an example. There are three types of nodes (devices), i.e.,
OVhmg = {vs, trans, res}. Thus, there are three feature matri-
ces: Xvs = [0�, 0�, 0�, 0�, 0�, x�Vdd, x�GND]�; Xtrans = [x�M1,

x�M2, x�M3, x�M4, 0�, 0�, 0�]�; and Xres = [0�, 0�, 0�, 0�, x�R ,

0�, 0�]�.
It is noted that the concatenated feature representation [22]

is a special case of latent space representation. Compared

to the concatenated features representation, our latent space
representation is general enough and can effectively exploit
and encode features. Furthermore, the proposed latent space
mapping method can be extended to multiple layers in the
same fashion with a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to extract
high-order features.

C. Embedding Generation

After applying the proposed latent space mapping method,
the features of all nodes share the same representation forms.
An H-GCN model is proposed as the skeleton of the estimation
model. The model takes the unified latent feature represen-
tations of all nodes F(0) and |REhmg | adjacency matrices Ar

(r ∈ REhmg) as inputs.
As discussed in Section III, we use one adjacency matrix to

represent one type of connection in the heterogeneous directed
multigraph. In order to distinguish among different connection
pins, inspired by [18], we assign a learnable model coefficient
to each adjacency matrix. Then, the overall topology of the
heterogeneous directed multigraph can be expressed as the
summation of the adjacency matrices of all types of connec-
tions with these model coefficients. For example, as shown
in Fig. 5, there are four adjacency matrices Ag, As, Ad, and
Aotr in the heterogeneous directed multigraph. We assign four
model coefficients wg, ws, wd, and wotr to distinguish them. To
improve numerical stability, we normalize all adjacency matri-
ces. Therefore, the topology of the heterogeneous directed
multigraph can be encoded as wgÃg+wsÃs+wdÃd+wotrÃotr,
where the normalized adjacency matrix Ãr = ArD−1

r , and

Dr is a diagonal matrix with Dr(i, i) = ∑|Vhmg|
j=1 Ar(i, j) and

r ∈ REhmg = {g, s, d, otr}. For the sake of convenience, we
denote the heterogeneous adjacency matrix as follows:

Ã �
∑

r∈REhmg

wrÃr (3)

where wr is a model coefficient. Ãr is the normalized adja-
cency matrix. r denotes the connection type.

Typically, there are two popular GCN models. One is vanilla
GCN [15], where the information of the node itself and that of
its neighboring nodes are aggregated by adding one identity
matrix to the normalized graph adjacency matrix. The other
is GraphSAGE [16], where the feature of the node itself is
concatenated with that of its neighboring nodes. There are
self-loops in our graph representation as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. Compared with the vanilla GCN, GraphSAGE has
stronger ability to distinguish between the self-loop edge and
the node itself. Thus, we adopt GraphSAGE as our basic back-
bone. In our proposed H-GCN, the developed heterogeneous
embedding generation is shown as follows:

F(l) = σ
(

CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1)
)
·W(l)

)
(4)

where CONCAT(·) denotes the concatenation operation. σ(·)
is a nonlinear activation function. In this article, we use
ReLU [40] as our nonlinear activation function. W(l) denotes
the learnable model coefficients in the lth embedding genera-
tion layer.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) H-GCN. (b) Deep H-GCN with initial residual connections.

The proposed H-GCN is shown in Fig. 6(a), where the
embedding generation as shown in (4) is recursively and
sequentially performed several times, the local topology and
node features are extracted to represent the feature vector of
each node. Then, the extracted feature vector of each node
is fed into a traditional machine learning model to estimate
dvtlin.

V. GOING TO DEEP H-GCN

Despite H-GCN can achieve enormous successes in the
estimation of aging-induced transistor degradation, it is very
shallow. Such a shallow model limits its ability to extract
information from multihop devices so that it cannot achieve a
more accurate estimation for complex and large-scale circuit
netlists. Besides, stacking more layers and adding nonlinearity
tend to degrade the performance of this model, due to the over-
smoothing issue [26]. In this section, based on GCNII [32], we
further extend the proposed H-GCN to be a deep version via
initial residual connections and identity mappings to alleviate
the oversmoothing issue.

A. Embedding Generation With Initial Residual Connections
and Identity Mappings

The primary reason behind the oversmoothing issue is that
the representations of the nodes as shown in (4) become
indistinguishable as the number of heterogeneous embed-
ding generation layers increases. In order to alleviate the
oversmoothing issue, according to GCNII [32], the final rep-
resentation of each node retains the input layer even if many
layers are stacked. According to this manner, we extend
the heterogeneous embedding generation as shown in (4) by
concatenating with the input of the first layer as follows:

F(l) = σ
(

CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1), F(0)
)
·W(l)

)
(5)

where F(0) is the unified feature matrix defined in (2). The
heterogeneous adjacency matrix Ã is defined in (3). As shown
in Fig. 6(b), our extended deep H-GCN leverages the embed-
ding generation with the initial residual connections. Thus, the
final representation of each node retains the input layer even
if many layers are stacked.

Algorithm 1 Embedding Generation of Deep H-GCN

Require: |REhmg | normalized adjacency matrices Ãr and
connection-type-related model coefficients wr with ∀r ∈
REhmg ; feature matrices of all nodes corresponding to each
type of nodes Xt and node-type-related latent space map-
ping matrices Ut with ∀t ∈ OVhmg ; Search depth D; Model
coefficients matrices W(l) for l = 1, 2, · · · , D.

1: F(0)←∑
t∈OVhmg

XtUt; � map to a unified latent space

2: Ã←∑
r∈REhmg

wrÃr; � encode the topology of the

heterogeneous graph
3: for l = 1 to D do
4: βl ← log(1/l+ 1);
5: F(l) ← σ(CONCAT(Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1), F(0))· (1 −

βl)I + βlW(l)); � embedding generation
6: end for
7: return Embedding feature matrix F(D).

According to [30] and [32], performing multiple non-
linearity operations to the feature matrix still causes the
oversmoothing issue. In our deep H-GCN model, inspired by
ResNet [41], to further alleviate the oversmoothing issue, we
leverage an identity matrix I with a hyperparameter βl to the
model coefficient matrix W(l) in (5) as follows:

W(l)← (1− βl)I + βlW(l). (6)

Note that I is easy to extend as an augmented matrix of an
identity matrix with a zero matrix if W(l) is not a square matrix.
By adding the matrix I, we have two advantages: 1) similar to
the motivation of ResNet [41], the matrix I ensures that a deep
H-GCN model achieves the same performance as its shallow
version does and 2) since the optimal model coefficient matrix
W(l) has small norm, it allows to put strong regularization.
Chen et al. suggested βl = log(1/l+ 1) [32].

Like our proposed H-GCN, our extended deep H-GCN
recursively and sequentially performs the embedding gener-
ation with initial residual connections and identity mappings
several times to extract the information of the local topol-
ogy and node features to represent the feature vector of each
node. Then, the extracted feature vector is fed into a tradi-
tional machine learning model to estimate dvtlin of each
transistor.

Unlike JKNet [27], our extended deep H-GCN can facil-
itate several layers stacking since the output of each layer
does not be uniformly combined to the last layer. Compared
with GCNII [32], our extended deep H-GCN has the stronger
ability to distinguish between the self-loop edge and the
node itself since it concatenates the features of neighbor-
ing nodes and the node itself. By using the extended deep
H-GCN, it is expected to achieve more accurate estimations
of aging-induced transistor degradation.

Our proposed deep embedding generation algorithm (i.e.,
forward propagation) is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
connection-type-related normalized adjacency matrices Ãr,
connection-type-related model coefficients wr, feature matrices
of all nodes Xt, node-type-related latent space mapping matri-
ces Ut, the search depth D, and model coefficients matrices
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W(l) are provided as inputs. According to (2), the latent space
mapping matrices Ut are used to map features of all nodes
Xt into a unified feature representation F(0). Then the hetero-
geneous adjacency matrix Ã is obtained by (3). Let l denotes
the current step in the loop (the depth of the search) and F(l)

denotes the feature representation of all nodes at this step.
Then, each step in the loop of Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows:
first, the hyperparameter βl can determined by log(1/l + 1).
Meanwhile, all nodes aggregate the feature representations of
their neighboring nodes into a matrix Ã · F(l−1). Then, the
aggregated neighboring feature matrix Ã · F(l−1) is concate-
nated with the node’s current representation F(l) and the initial
unified feature matrix F(0). This concatenated feature matrix
is fed into a fully connected (FC) layer with a nonlinear acti-
vation function σ(·) and model coefficients (1−βl)I+βlW(l),
which makes the model more robust. The outputs are used
at the next step of the algorithm. Finally, the proposed deep
embedding generation algorithm takes the embedding feature
matrix F(D) as an output.

Note that only transistors are prone to have aging degrada-
tions in analog IC netlists while features of all devices need to
be fed into our proposed deep H-GCN to perform the embed-
ding generation algorithm. Thus, a mask matrix with the size
#transistors× #devices is used to extract the embedding fea-
tures of each transistor in the last embedding generation layer.
Finally, several traditional FC layers are adopted to estimate
dvtlin of each transistor by inputting the embedding fea-
tures. The mean square error (MSE) function is used as the
loss function to compute the errors between the ground-truth
and our estimated dvtlin. All model coefficients, including
wr, Ut, and W(l) in Algorithm 1, are updated by the back-
propagation and the gradient-based method in an end-to-end
fashion in each training epoch.

B. Over-Smoothing Analysis

Here, we provide an over-smoothing analysis for the
proposed H-GCN in Section IV and the extended deep
H-GCN. For simplicity, we assume connection-type-related
model coefficients wr for ∀r ∈ REhmg and the unified feature
matrix F(0) to be nonnegative, that is, wr ≥ 0 and F(0) ≥ O.
Note that we can convert wr and F(0) to be nonnegative by a
linear transformation if they are negative [32].

1) Oversmoothing Analysis of Multilayer H-GCN: To illus-
trate that the over-smoothing issue in the proposed H-GCN, we
will show that the directed multigraph as shown in Section III
is strongly connected and aperiodic, and the embedding gen-
eration as shown in (4) is equivalently expressed as the
formulation of Laplacian smoothing.

To show strong connectivity and aperiodicity for the
directed multigraph, we first see the bipartite graph represen-
tation of analog IC as shown in Fig. 3. The bipartite graph
is connectivity since there is a path between every pair of
nodes [42]. Then, it is easily proved in contrapositive form
that the directed multigraph is connectivity if it is transferred
from a connected bipartite. Moreover, the directed multigraph
is strongly connected since any two devices are paired up as
a connection in each net to transfer the connected bipartite
as the directed multigraph. Besides, the directed multigraph

is aperiodic since there is no integer κ > 1 that divides the
length of every cycle of the graph [43].

Here, we will analyze whether the embedding generation as
shown in (4) satisfies the formulation of Laplacian smoothing.
Since F(0) is nonnegative, like [32], we remove the nonlinear
activation function (we use ReLU as the nonlinear activation
function). Thus, (4) can be transferred as follows:

F(l) = CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1)
)
·W(l). (7)

We set W(l) = [λI, (1 − λ)I]� · Ŵ
(l)

. Then, (7) can be
transferred as follows:

F(l) = CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1)
)
· [λI, (1− λ)I]� · Ŵ(l)

=
(
(I − λI) · F(l−1) + λÃ · F(l−1)

)
· Ŵ(l)

=
(

I − λD−1L
)

F(l−1) · Ŵ(l)
(8)

where 0 < λ ≤ 1 is a parameter that controls the weighting
between the features of the current node and its neighbors.
L = D − Ã is the graph Laplacian matrix, where D is a
diagonal matrix with D(i, i) = ∑

j Ã(i, j). According to (8),
the embedding generation F(l) as shown in (4) is equiva-
lently expressed as the formulation of Laplacian smoothing,

i.e., (I − λD−1L)F(l−1) · Ŵ(l)
[26].

The proposed directed multigraph is strongly connected and
aperiodic. Besides, the embedding generation can be equiva-
lently expressed as the formulation of Laplacian smoothing.
Thus, according to the fundamental Theorem of Markov
Chains [44], the random walk converges to a unique stationary
distribution π , i.e., limD→∞ f (D)

i = π , where the ith row in
F(D) is the ith node’s embedding feature f (D)

i . In other words,
as the number of layers increases, the representations of the
nodes in H-GCN are inclined to converge to a certain value and
become indistinguishable, which is the oversmoothing issue.

2) Oversmoothing Analysis of Multilayer Deep H-GCN:
Here, we give an oversmoothing analysis for the extended deep
H-GCN to illustrate it can preventing the oversmoothing even
if the number of layers goes to infinity.

We consider the embedding generation with initial residual
connections and identity mappings as shown in (5), and (6)
in the extended deep H-GCN. Since F(0) is non-negative, we
remove the nonlinear operation. Moreover, we fix (1− βl)I+
βlW(l) to be γlW(l), where γl is a parameter. Thus, (5), and (6)
can be transferred as follows:

F(l) = CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1), F(0)
)
γlW(l). (9)

In the same manner, we set W(l) = [I, I, I]� · Ŵ(l)
. Then, (9)

can be transferred as follows:

F(l) = CONCAT
(

Ã · F(l−1), F(l−1), f (0)
)
· [I, I, I]� · γlŴ

(l)

=
((

Ã+ I
)

F(l−1) + F(0)
)
· γlŴ

(l)
. (10)

Furthermore, we set F(0) = (Ã + I) · x̂. Thus, (10) can be
further transferred as follows:

F(l) =
((

Ã+ I
)(

f (l−1) + x̂
))
· γlŴ

(l)

=
(
(I − L)

(
f (l−1) + x̂

))
· γlŴ

(l)
. (11)
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For simplicity, like [32], we further set Ŵ
(l)

as an identity
matrix. Consequently, according to (11) and [32], we can
express the final embedding feature representation as follows:

F(D) =
⎛
⎝

D∑
l=0

⎛
⎝

D∏
k=D−l

γk

⎞
⎠(I − L)l

⎞
⎠ · x̂. (12)

This expression suggests that deep H-GCN converges to a dis-
tribution that carries information from both the input feature
x̂ (F(0)) and the graph structure L (Ã). This property ensures
that deep H-GCN will not suffer from an oversmoothing issue
even if the number of layers goes to infinity.

VI. LARGE SCALE GRAPH TRAINING VIA

NEIGHBORHOOD SAMPLING

With the fast development of semiconductors, more and
more devices and connections are integrated into an analog IC,
which brings great challenges to the model training because of
the iterative embedding generations among neighboring nodes.
For example, to compute the gradients of node υi in the lth
layer, the embedded features of the neighboring nodes N(υi)

of υi are required, i.e., some features in the (l − 1)th layer.
Moreover, the features of N(N(υi)) are also needed, i.e., some
features in the (l−2)th layer. As the search depth D (the num-
ber of embedding generation layers) increases, the kind of
neighborhood explosion will bring the much more node num-
ber in each training epoch so that it causes lots of training time
and memory resources even through out-of-memory on GPU.
Fig. 7(a) is taken as an example to show the neighborhood
explosion.

To achieve enough scalability, a straightforward method is
using the traditional graph partitioning algorithms [45] to par-
tition a large-scale graph to be several isolated small-size
subgraphs to be trained. However, the features of the neigh-
boring node (device) cannot be aggregated to the node itself in
all training epochs if the neighboring node and the node itself
are partitioned into two isolated subgraphs. As a result, these
graph partitioning algorithms cause performance degradation.

To alleviate the performance degradation, like the dropout
technique in CNNs [46], a probability-based sampling method
is leveraged to obtain different subgraphs among different
training epochs. Considering that the runtime is dominated
by graph transformation in our proposed flow, we perform
a probability-based sampling method on the bipartite graph,
instead of heterogeneous multigraph [25], to achieve signifi-
cant speedup and good scalability. In our proposed probability-
based sampling method, the sampling probability relies on
the number of edges (degree) in each node, as shown in the
following:

P(υi) = Db(i, i)

|Db| (13)

where Db is a diagonal matrix. Its each diagonal element
Db(i, i) =∑

j Ab(i, j), where Ab is the adjacency matrix of the
bipartite graph (constructed by directly parsing and flattening
the circuit netlist as in Fig. 3). |Db| is summation of all of the
elements in the matrix Db. According to (13), the node with
more edges is sampled with a higher probability. Note that

Algorithm 2 Neighborhood Sampling Algorithm
Require: Search depth D, the input transistor node set Vs, the

number of device nodes to be trained T , analog IC netlist
bipartite graph BG;

1: Initialize device node set V(0)← Vs;
2: for k = 1 to D do
3: U(k)← ∅;
4: for all υ ∈ V(k−1) do
5: U(k)← U(k) ∪N(υ); � expand the net node set.
6: end for
7: V(k)← ∅;
8: for all μ ∈ U(k) do
9: V(k)← V(k) ∪N(μ); � expand the device node

set.
10: end for
11: end for
12: U(D)← ∪D

k=1U
(k); � combine the net node

sets with 1, 3, · · · , 2D − 1 hops distance away from one
node of Vs.

13: V(D)← ∪D
k=0V

(k); � combine the device node sets with
0, 2, · · · , 2D hops distance away from one node of Vs.

14: if |V(D)| > T then
15: for all υi ∈ V(D)\Vs do
16: Calculate P(υi) according to Equation 13;
17: end for
18: Sample T − |Vs| nodes according to the probability P

to the set Vb;
19: Vb ← Vb ∪ Vs;
20: else
21: Vb ← V(D);
22: end if
23: return The bipartite subgraph with Vb ∪ U(D) of BG.

although the analog IC bipartite graph contains device nodes
and net nodes, our proposed probability-based neighborhood
sampling algorithm is performed to only sample device nodes
while the net nodes will be automatically removed by our
proposed heterogeneous multigraph representation as shown
in Section III.

The basic idea behind our proposed probability-based sam-
pling method is that the device with more connections has
a more important influence on the aging degradation of its
neighboring transistors. Unlike traditional graph partitioning
algorithms [45], our proposed probability-based algorithm can
obtain different subgraphs among different training epochs. In
other words, even though the neighboring node and the node
itself are partitioned into two isolated subgraphs in the current
training epoch, they may be partitioned into the same subgraph
in other training epochs. Thus, our proposed probability-based
neighborhood sampling algorithm can achieve more robust
performance and good scalability.

Our proposed probability-based neighborhood sampling
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. We provide the
search depth D, the transistor node set Vs, the number of
device nodes to be trained T , and analog IC netlist bipartite
graph BG as inputs. First, we need to find a device node set
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Neighborhood sampling: (a) Neighborhood expansions. (b) Bipartite
subgraph with the device node set Vb = {M1,M3,M4} and the net node set
U(3) = {n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6}. (c) Bipartite subgraph with the device node
set Vb = {M2,M3,M4} and the net node set U(3) = {n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6}.

V(D) and a net node set U(D), whose each element is equal
or less 2 − D hops away from one of the transistor nodes in
Vs (from line 2 to line 13). As mentioned above, the deep H-
GCN model brings much more elements in the node set V(D).
In order to sample T−|Vs| elements from the node set V(D), the
sampling probability of each node is calculated by (13) (from
line 15 to line 17). Then, all sampled nodes are combined with
the transistor node set Vs. Finally, the algorithm outputs the
bipartite subgraph with the device node set Vb with T device
nodes and the net node set U(D). By performing Algorithm 2
in each training epoch, different bipartite subgraphs can be
trained so that our deep H-GCN model can achieve more
robust performance. Besides, like the dropout technique in
CNNs [46], our proposed probability-based neighborhood
sampling algorithm can alleviate overfitting since it randomly
drops embedding features from the neighboring nodes during
the training stage.

We take Fig. 7 as an example to illustrate the proposed
probability-based neighborhood sampling algorithm. In this
example, we set the search depth as D = 3 and the num-
ber of device nodes as T = 3. The initial input node set is
Vs = {M3,M4}. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the 6-hop device node
set is V(3) = {M1,M2,M3,M4,Vdd,R} and the 6-hop net node
set is U(3) = {n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6}. Except for M3 and M4
in Vs, we only need to sample one more node from V(3)\Vs.
According to (13), M1 and M2 have the largest probability to
be sampled since they have the most edge number. If M1 is
sampled, Algorithm 2 takes the subgraph with the device node
Vb = {M1,M3,M4} and net node U(3) shown in Fig. 7(b) as
an output. If M2 is sampled, Algorithm 2 takes the subgraph
with the device node Vb = {M2,M3,M4} and net node U(3)

shown in Fig. 7(c) as an output. The two subgraphs are trained
in different training epochs.

Note that here we perform neighborhood sampling method
on the bipartite graph, instead of heterogeneous graph used in
our previous work [25]. In this way, we can achieve significant
speedup and facilitate training on a large-scale graph since the
graph transformation is the runtime bottleneck. Besides, our
proposed neighborhood sampling algorithm can be naturally
used in the inference stage.

Fig. 8. Overall flow.

VII. OVERALL FLOW

The overall flow of our proposed fast analog IC aging-
induced degradation estimation framework is illustrated in
Fig. 8, consisting of four parts: 1) parsing and flattening
netlist; 2) probability-based neighborhood sampling; 3) hetero-
geneous graph representation; and 4) deep H-GCN inference.
Our flow takes the netlist with static stress conditions as an
input. Then, the netlist is parsed and flattened to be a bipartite
graph. In order to achieve enough scalability, the probability-
based neighborhood sampling, as discussed in Section VI, is
adopted to obtain a subgraph. Moreover, the subgraph is trans-
ferred to be the heterogeneous graph to efficiently represent
the topology of analog ICs, as explained in Section III. The
heterogeneous graph is input into the deep H-GCN to per-
form dvtlin estimation. Finally, the overall flow takes the
estimated dvtlin values of the target transistors as outputs.
Based on the techniques mentioned above, the proposed flow
is expected to achieve fast and accurate dvtlin estimation.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Benchmarks and Experimental Setting

Considering that the aging-related wear-out is very severe
at the 5-nm technology node in the industry, our experiments
are illustrated on eight different industrial phase-locked loop
designs implemented at the very advanced 5-nm technology
node. It should be noted that our proposed method is very
general. It does not rely on any technology information or
parameters so that it can be adopted in other technologies.
These designs are represented with post-layout netlists. The
post-layout netlist files consist of Spectre and SPICE for-
mats [47], as inputs in our models. We run an industrial aging
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF DESIGNS

TABLE II
DEVICE TYPE

DFR tool to obtain the dvtlin value of each transistor. Note
that in each design, the stress conditions are given by very
sophisticated designers to obtain dvtlin as a golden-truth
value. To evaluate the estimation performance, we use seven
designs for training and the remaining designs for testing each
time.

The statistics of the eight industrial phase-locked loop
designs are shown in Table I, where the netlist (Design 5)
has up to 692K devices. The netlist of each design is parsed
and flattened. Then all alternating current (ac) voltage sources
(dynamic conditions), such as behavioral signal (Verilog-A
description), sine wave, pulse and piecewise linear (pwl), are
ignored while all dc voltage sources are considered so that
our model can be independent of the dynamic stress condi-
tions. Except for ac voltage sources, there are 32 types of
basic devices in all designs. According to their parameters,
all these devices are divided into six categories, as listed in
Table II. Their feature vectors have different lengths, i.e., the
#Param. Correspondingly, six matrices are adopted to map
feature vectors into a unified latent space.

According to the domain knowledge, four pins of transis-
tors and two pins of diodes play an important role in circuit
analysis [39]. Consequently, in the heterogeneous graph rep-
resentation, all edges connecting to these six types of pins are
emphasized by categorizing them into six types of edges. All
edges connecting to other pins are uniformly treated as another
type of edges. In total, seven adjacency matrices are used
to specify various connection pins, i.e., gate, drain, source,
substrate, anode, cathode, and others.

Two traditional graph learning models, our proposed H-
GCN and the extended deep H-GCN, are implemented in the
experiments, as listed in Table III. GCN [16] and GCNII [32]
models use the concatenated features representation and treat
the analog IC netlist as homogeneous undirected multigraphs
mentioned in Section III. However, our H-GCN [25] and deep
H-GCN use the proposed heterogeneous directed multigraph

TABLE III
GRAPH LEARNING MODEL

representation and the unified latent space mapping algorithm.
In our H-GCN and deep H-GCN models, the ReLU function
is used as the activation function [40]. We use MSE between
the ground truth and our estimated dvtlin as the loss func-
tion with weight decay hyperparameter 10−7 and stochastic
gradient descent for optimization. We set the embedding gen-
eration with search depth D = 2, 4, 6, 8 and three FC layers in
the four graph learning models. Moreover, we set the device
sampling size T = 1000 in Algorithm 2. In order to illustrate
the performance of graph learning models, all inferences are
repeatedly performed ten times to report averages. Each out-
put feature size of embedding generation layers and the latent
space mapping layer is 512. The output feature sizes of three
FC layers are set as 4096, 1024, and 1, respectively. The batch
size is 32, and the number of the training epoch is 600. The
same settings and configurations are used in GCN [16] and
GCNII [32]. To improve numerical stability, we normalize all
feature vectors and adjacency matrices. In order to illustrate
the performance of these data-driven graph learning models,
we also run dynamic and static aging reliability simulations
using the industrial aging DFR tool.

The proposed graph representation is implemented with
Python and Networkx library [48]. All graph learning models
are implemented with TensorFlow [49] and are trained and
tested on a Linux machine with 18 cores and NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPU with 32-GB memory.

Mean absolute error (MAE) defined in (14) is used as a
metric to evaluate the absolute accuracy on the testing set

MAE = 1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣yi − ŷi
∣∣ (14)

where i indicates the ith transistor. yi is the ith transistor’s
dvtlin, as the golden-truth value, obtained by the indus-
trial aging DFR tool with the appropriate stress given by very
sophisticated designers. ŷi is the estimated dvtlin of the ith
transistor by graph learning methods or the static reliability
simulation. n is the number of transistors on the testing set. In
addition, we use the r2 score [50] defined in (15) as a metric
to evaluate the relative accuracy on the testing set

r2score = 1−
∑n

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2

∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

(15)

where ȳ denotes the mean of the golden-truth values yi on the
testing set. r2 score indicates how the regression prediction
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TABLE IV
MAE (MV) AND r2 SCORE COMPARISONS

Fig. 9. Runtime comparisons.

perfectly fits the data. The higher r2 and lower MAE mean
the better accuracy.

B. Accuracy and Runtime

We train the four graph learning models in Table III using
embedding generation with search depth D = 2, 4, 6, 8 and
list their best accuracies in Table IV. Besides, we also list the
accuracies of the static aging reliability simulation by using
the industrial aging DFR tool. Compared with graph learning
models, the static aging reliability simulation causes the worst
accuracy since it completely ignores dynamic stress condi-
tions. Thus, our proposed data-driven approach with a super-
vised learning manner is effective to estimate aging-induced
degradation.

According to Table IV, the typical GCN [16] and
GCNII [32] have the worse accuracy since they do not con-
sider the heterogeneity of the analog circuit. Compared with
our proposed H-GCN, our extended deep H-GCN can achieve
a more accurate estimation since it can extract information
from multihop devices without an oversmoothing issue. The
same reason explains why GCNII [32] outperforms the typical
GCN [16].

We compare the runtime of our extended deep H-GCN with
H-GCN [25], static, and dynamic aging simulations by using
the industrial DFR tool as shown in Fig. 9, where DFR-D
and DFR-S denote the dynamic and static aging reliability
simulations, respectively. The static and dynamic aging reli-
ability simulations need to perform fresh simulation, stress
simulation, aging simulation as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus,
they consume the longest time. Moreover, compared with
static aging reliability simulations, the dynamic aging relia-
bility simulation consumes a longer runtime since it needs
a large number of accepted transient steps. Compared with

the traditional dynamic and static aging reliability simulations,
our proposed methods do not need computationally expen-
sive fresh simulation, stress simulation or aging simulation.
Thus, our H-GCN and extended deep H-GCN can achieve
significant speedup. According to Fig. 9, our extended deep
H-GCN can achieve 241× and 39× speedup on average,
respectively, comparing with the dynamic and static aging
reliability simulations.

Compared with our H-GCN, our extended deep H-GCN
consumes less runtime even if it has more embedding gener-
ation layers (search depth). Since our extended deep H-GCN
performs the neighborhood sampling on the bipartite graph to
alleviate graph transformation overhead. According to Fig. 9,
our extended deep H-GCN can achieve 16× speedup on aver-
age. In particular, dvtlin values of all transistors in an
industrial post-layout netlist with 692K devices (Design 5) are
estimated within 472 s. Thus, our proposed deep H-GCN has
good scalability to handle the large-scale analog IC post-layout
netlists.

C. Ablation Study

In this section, we give two ablation studies to illustrate
the effectiveness of the deep structures and our proposed the
unified latent space mapping algorithm.

1) Effectiveness of the Deep Structures and Oversmoothing:
The accuracies w.r.t the search depth of embedding genera-
tion D = 2, 4, 6, 8 among different graph learning models are
shown in Fig. 10. As the search depth of embedding gener-
ation increases, both GCN [16] and our H-GCN [25] bring
performance degradation because of the oversmoothing issue.
In other words, they achieve the best accuracy with a shallow
structure. While as the search depth of embedding generation
increases, GCNII [32] and our deep H-GCN can achieve a
more accurate estimation. Thus, GCNII [32] and our extended
deep H-GCN can alleviate the oversmoothing issue. However,
compared with GCNII [32], our extended deep H-GCN can
characterize the heterogeneity of the analog circuit so that it
can achieve a more accurate estimation.

2) Effectiveness of the Unified Latent Space Mapping
Algorithm: We compare the accuracies of H-GCN and deep
H-GCN with H-GCN-concat and deep H-GCN-concat, respec-
tively. Here, H-GCN-concat and deep H-GCN-concat adopt
the concatenated feature representation as listed in Table III.
For comparisons, according to Fig. 10, we choose the best
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p)

Fig. 10. Embedding generation depth versus accuracy: (a)–(h): MAE on design 1 to design 8. (i)–(p): r2 Score on design 1 to design 8 (DH-GCN denotes
our extended deep H-GCN).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. MAE and r2 Score between HGCN and HGCN-concat and
between deep H-GCN and deep H-GCN-concat: (a) MAE between H-GCN
and H-GCN-concat. (b) MAE between deep H-GCN and deep H-GCN-concat.
(c) r2 Score between H-GCN and H-GCN-concat. (d) r2 Score between deep
H-GCN and deep H-GCN-concat.

configurations (the search depth of embedding generation D)
for each model on each design. MAE and r2 score among
HGCN, HGCN-concat, deep H-GCN and deep H-GCN-concat
are shown in Fig. 11. Our proposed unified latent space map-
ping algorithm can improve accuracy on both HGCN and deep
H-GCN since it can effectively exploit and encode features.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an H-GCN to fast estimate
aging-induced transistor degradation in analog ICs. To charac-
terize the multityped devices and connection pins, a heteroge-
neous directed multigraph was adopted to efficiently represent
the topology of analog ICs. A latent space mapping method

was used to transform the feature vector of all typed devices
into a unified latent space. We further extended the proposed
H-GCN to be a deep version via initial residual connections
and identity mappings. The extended deep H-GCN can extract
information from multihop devices without an oversmoothing
issue. A probability-based neighborhood sampling method on
the bipartite graph was adopted to ease the model training on
large-scale graphs and achieve good scalability. We conducted
experiments on very advanced 5-nm industrial benchmarks.
Compared with traditional graph learning methods and the
static aging reliability simulations by using an industrial DFR
tool, our proposed deep H-GCN can achieve more accurate
estimations of aging-induced transistor degradation. Compared
with the dynamic and static aging reliability simulations, our
extended deep H-GCN can achieve on average 241× and 39×
speedup, respectively. Thus, our proposed deep H-GCN can
significantly improve the efficiency of aging verification.
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